for new creative removable publicity

Whether on shop windows, building walls or town billboards
our EasyCling film adheres solely due to the static charge on almost
every surface, without glue or tape. They can be taken off and reused.
EasyCling is printed single sided but adheres to both front and back.
Why is EasyCling so unique?
Very high static charge level
It adheres quickly to the majority of clean and dry surfaces
Does not leave any residue
Easy to install and remove
No damage to surface
Environmentally friendly
EasyCling does not use adhesive
so there is no sticky residue when it’s removed. EasyCling adheres to
glass, wood, metal, brick, plastic, drywall, or textured wall surfaces
and many other. It’s repositionable, gliding over surfaces, which
makes placement and removal a snap!
Printing suitability
Sheetfed Offset and UV Offset printing
Can be kiss cut, die cut and perforated
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for new creative removable publicity

EasyCling Standard Offset
Manufactured for offset and UV offset printing, EasyCling has
a 220 g/m2 backer that is printable on the back side. The film is
connected to the backer with glue lines on the sides.
Available in white or clear it’s ideal for temporary signage or posters.
Standard sheet sizes: 48x65 cm, 64x88cm and 70x100 cm
+ special sizes available upon request.
Attributes
100% recycable and does not release toxic gases if incinerated
Glossy surface allows for appealing publicity
Bubble free installation
Tear resistant
Material adheres from both the printed and unprinted side
Writable with a whiteboard marker
Offers the biggest added value in temporary indoor advertising
Applications
Campaign Advertising
Magazine inserts
Wild postings
Temporary labels
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POP advertising
Direct Marketing
Interior Design
Posters
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